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Yet Another Chopra Rises

Toronto: She has a feisty energy about her.
She is just as loud as the shade of lipstick she
tute. Parineeti Chopra’s quick popularity in Bollywood can be gauged by the media lined-up
to interview her at TIFF 2013 even though she
appears in an average Bollywood fare. Shuddh
Desi Romance, a Gala presentation at TIFF 2013
contemporary youth and Chopra plays a bold
and independent cigarette smoking young girl
who is quite vocal about the fact that she’s been
in several relationships.
Chopra actually wanted to become an injoined Yash Raj Films as an intern in Public Relations and after about a year and a half I decided
that I wanted to try acting. Maneesh Sharma at
pened,” she says.
Most actors in India aspire to work in Yash
Raj Films at some point in their career but Chopra started her career there. “It’s a very strange
feeling,” she says. “My love and respect for the
profession, for acting, everything has come after I joined Yash Raj Films. I owe everything to
them. Normally, after many years of work, you
aspire to work with Yash Chopra or Adi Chopra.

everyday, it’s amazing. I must have done something right.”
Chopra actually looked down upon actors
before she chose acting as her line of work. “I
never used to understand the profession so I
used to feel that it is a very easy thing to do,” she
admits. “At that time I used to feel - oh my gosh,
look at us bankers we work so hard and actors
don’t have to do anything but that was because
I was naïve and I was wrong. When I did understand it I just fell in love with the profession.”
Parineeti is a classically trained singer and
has another relation with showbiz – she is Priyanka Chopra’s cousin, related from her dad’s
side. Asked if she would follow her celebrity
cousin and switch to music, “If I get a great singing offer I will. I want to playback for myself,”
she says.
It makes you wonder if her experience in
PR has helped her get so popular in such a short
duration of time. “I believe an actor’s success
only depends on the roles that they do and how
think it is because of PR. I think it is because of
the great roles that I have been blessed with."
Talking about Shuddh Desi Romance, her

do a Jaideep Sahni script and I got both of them
shant and Rishi ji was amazing.”
Queried about which actors would she like
to work with, “I really want to work with Ranbir
and Saif because they have always been my favourites,” she reveals.

